In a recent publication, it was shown that a large class of integrals over the unitary group U(n) satisfy nonlinear, non-autonomous difference equations over n, involving a finite number of steps; special cases are generating functions appearing in questions of the longest increasing subsequences in random permutations and words. The main result of the paper states that these difference equations have the discrete Painlevé property; roughly speaking, this means that after a finite number of steps the solution to these difference equations may develop a pole (Laurent solution), depending on the maximal number of free parameters, and immediately after be finite again ('singularity confinement'). The technique used in the proof is based on an intimate relationship between the difference equations (discrete time) and the Toeplitz lattice (continuous time differential equations); the point is that the Painlevé property for the discrete relations is inherited from the Painlevé property of the (continuous) Toeplitz lattice.
Introduction
In a recent publication (Adler & van Moerbeke 2003) , we have shown that a large class of integrals over the unitary group U ðnÞ satisfy difference equations over n, involving a finite number of steps; these U ðnÞ integrals are motivated by generating functions appearing in questions of the longest increasing subsequences in random permutations and words (see Rains 1998; Tracy & Widom 1999 Adler & van Moerbeke 2001 , 2003 Baik & Rains 2001; Borodin 2003) . The main result of this paper, announced in Adler & van Moerbeke (2003) , states that those difference equations, which are also recursion relations, have the discrete Painlevé property; roughly speaking, this means that the solution to these difference equations may develop a pole (formal Laurent solution) after a finite number of steps and then immediately become finite again. Moreover, these formal Laurent solutions depend on the maximal number of free parameters, which equals ((order of difference equation) K1)!(dimension of phase space), with the poles disappearing after a finite number of steps ('singularity confinement').
The property of singularity confinement was introduced by Grammaticos et al. (1991;  see also Suris 1989) , and further studied in Grammaticos et al. (1999) , as a method to find discrete Painlevé systems. They were motivated by the famous Painlevé property for continuous systems (Ince 1944 ) that movable (initial condition-dependent) singularities be single-valued. They were further motivated to get a classification of discrete Painlevé equations in the style of the situation for the continuous case which they and others have embarked on and had some success. For instance, Clarkson & Webster (2000) used singularity confinement to get the so-called d-PIII equation, whose particular solutions in the limit go to Painlevé III. It should be pointed out that singularity confinement can fail to produce integrability, as was shown by Hietarinta & Viallet (1998) , and further tests for integrability have been proposed, such as using 'algebraic entropy' by Bellon & Viallet (1999) or using Nevanlinna theory (Ablowitz et al. (2000) or Ramani et al. (2003) ). Thus, in discrete systems, the situation is more complicated than in the continuous situation, which should come as no surprise.
Nonetheless, singularity confinement is still a stiff requirement for a discrete system to pass and quite often (but not all the time) indicates integrability. In discovering that a large class, related to combinatorics, of integrals over the unitary group satisfy discrete recursion relations, it is natural to ask what the nature of these recursion relations might be. Moreover, since from the derivation of these relations they were clearly related to an integrable system called the Toeplitz lattice, it was natural to wonder if these discrete relations were integrable or at least have some 'integrable-like property', especially since two of the relations coming from combinatorics actually possessed invariants, one case being that of McMillan and the other being a generalization of the McMillan case (McMillan 1971) . This paper answers the latter question in the affirmative. Indeed, this huge class of recursion relations coming from unitary integrals and combinatorics possesses the 'integrable-like Painlevé property' called singularity confinement as this paper will demonstrate. It would be worthwhile to compute the algebraic entropy of these examples, as it has been hoped that also requiring that the algebraic entropy is zero would suffice for integrability.
The technique used in the proof is new and is based on an intimate relation between the difference equations (discrete time) and the Toeplitz lattice (continuous time differential equations), introduced by Adler & van Moerbeke (2001) ; the point is that the 'Painlevé property' for the discrete relations are inherited from the Painlevé property of the (continuous) Toeplitz lattice. Before making a more precise statement and describing the technique, we recall the basic facts about the Toeplitz lattice and the recursion relations (Adler & van Moerbeke 2001 , 2003 .
For k 2N and e 2fK1; 0; 1g, consider the matrix integrals where dM is Haar measure on U ðkÞ, t Z ðt 1 ; t 2 ; .Þ and sZ ðs 1 ; s 2 ; .Þ. Special choices of t j and s j lead to generating functions in combinatorics (see Adler & van Moerbeke 2003) . Set t dt 0 and t G dt G1 . In Adler & van Moerbeke (2003) , it was shown that the ratios x k ðt; sÞ dðK1Þ k t C k ðt; sÞ t k ðt; sÞ ; y k ðt; sÞ dðK1Þ k t K k ðt; sÞ t k ðt; sÞ ;
with k 2N , satisfy the Toeplitz lattice, an integrable Hamiltonian system, where iZ1, 2, 3, .. Moreover, t n is a polynomial expression in the variables x k and y k and t 1 t n Z t n 1 Y nK1 kZ1 ð1K x k y k Þ nKk :
The Hamiltonians H where the matrices L 1 and L 2 are defined by where x 0 Zy 0 Z1. The system admits a reduction, interesting in its own right, obtained by putting x k Zy k for all k. We refer to it as the self-dual Toeplitz lattice.
In Adler & van Moerbeke (2001) , it was shown that the matrix integrals (1.1) satisfy a slð2; RÞ-algebra of Virasoro constraints which, combined with the Toeplitz lattice equations, lead to difference equations for x k and y k given by Adler & van Moerbeke (2003) , a subset of the cases leading to recursion relations, which we now describe. Given arbitrary polynomials P 1 ðlÞ d X N iZ1 u i l i i ; and P 2 ðlÞ d X N iZ1 u Ki l i i ;
the variables
x k ðuÞ dðK1Þ k t C k ðuÞ t k ðuÞ ; y k ðuÞ dðK1Þ k t K k ðuÞ t k ðuÞ ;
with t e k ðuÞ Z ð U ðkÞ ðdet M Þ eCg exp TraceðP 1 ðM ÞKP 2 ðM K1 ÞÞ À Á dM and uZ ðu 1 ; .; u N ; u K1 ; .; u KN Þ, satisfy 2NC1-step difference equations G k ðx; yÞZ 0ZG k ðx; yÞZ 0, where xZ(x 1 ,x 2 ,.) and yZ( y 1 ,y 2 ,.), and where the polynomials G k ðx; yÞ andG k ðx; yÞ are defined in terms of the matrices L 1 and L 2 defined above (denote the derivative of the polynomial P i by P 0 i ) G k ðx; yÞ d 1K x k y k y k KðL 1 P 0 1 ðL 1 ÞÞ kC1;kC1 KðL 2 P 0 2 ðL 2 ÞÞ k;k CðP 0 1 ðL 1 ÞÞ kC1;k C ðP 0 2 ðL 2 ÞÞ k;kC1 ! C kx k Z 0;
G k ðx; yÞ d 1K x k y k x k KðL 1 P 0 1 ðL 1 ÞÞ k;k KðL 2 P 0 2 ðL 2 ÞÞ kC1;kC1
CðP 0 1 ðL 1 ÞÞ kC1;k C ðP 0 2 ðL 2 ÞÞ k;kC1 ! C ky k Z 0:
ð1:5Þ Looking closely, one observes that these difference equations G k Z 0 andG k Z 0 are indeed linear in x kCN and y kCN and can thus be solved in terms of x kKN ; y kKN ; .; x kCNK1 ; y kCNK1 . See appendix A for a proof of this fact. This paper deals with the difference equations (1.5) for their own sake, without further reference to the special solution x k ðt; sÞ and y k ðt; sÞ, given by the unitary matrix integrals above. Moreover, we will consider the bi-infinite Toeplitz lattice, which is defined as in (1.2), but with k 2Z. The recursion relations are then also considered for k 2Z, with the semi-infinite case obtained by specialization. The bi-infinite Toeplitz lattice will be introduced in §2, where we also discuss the selfdual Toeplitz lattice and the recursion relations.
It came as a surprise that the generic solutions of these (very general) equations (1.5) have the singularity confinement property, a fact observed by Borodin (2003) in the very special case of unitary matrix integrals related to the longest increasing sequences of random permutations. In this case, the recursion relation is only a three-step relation. We shall see that although the relations inherit the confinement property from their integrable ancestor, the Toeplitz lattice, they need not, as there are many places where they can easily lose this property. The main result of the paper is to show that this large zoo of examples (1.5), indeed, possess the singularity property, namely the following.
Theorem 1.1. (singularity confinement: general case). For any n 2Z, the difference equations G k ðx; yÞZG k ðx; yÞZ 0 ðk 2ZÞ admit a formal Laurent solution x Z ðx k ðlÞÞ k2Z and yZ ðy k ðlÞÞ k2Z in a parameter l, having a (simple) pole at kZn and lZ0, and no other singularities. These solutions depend on 4N non-zero free parameters a nK2N ; .; a nK2 ; a nK1 ; b nK2N ; .; b nK2 and l:
Setting z n dðx n ; y n Þ, g i dða i ; b i Þ and g dðg nK2N ; .; g nK2 ; a nK1 Þ, the explicit series with coefficients rational in g read as follows:
For the self-dual case, the statement reads as follows.
Theorem 1.2 (singularity confinement: self-dual case). For any n 2Z, the difference equations G k ðxÞZ 0; ðk 2ZÞ admit two 1 formal Laurent solutions x Z ðx k ðlÞÞ k2Z in a parameter l, having a (simple) pole at kZn only and lZ0. These solutions depend on 2N non-zero free parameters a Z ða nK2N ; .; a nK2 Þ and l: Explicitly, these series with coefficients rational in a are given by
x ðiÞ n ðaÞl i ;
The proof of theorems 1.1 and 1.2 is by no means direct, but proceeds via the Painlevé analysis for the Toeplitz lattice. As a starting point, the zero locus M, of all polynomials G k andG k , forms an invariant manifold for the vector field of the Toeplitz lattice with Hamiltonian H
2 , by viewing the coefficients of P 1 ðlÞ and P 2 ðlÞ as constants, except for u G1 , which moves linearly in time. Explicitly, this vector field is given by
In the self-dual case, this vector field reduces to
The first idea is then to restrict the principal balances (formal Laurent solutions depending on the maximal number (dimensional phase space 1) of free parameters, besides time) of (1.6) to these invariant manifolds. We fix n and look for a formal Laurent solution to the Toeplitz lattice that has a (simple) pole for x n and y n only, and we find such a unique family, as given by the following proposition.
Proposition 1.3. For arbitrary but fixed n, the first Toeplitz lattice vector field (1.6) admits the following formal Laurent solutions:
whereas for all remaining k such that jk KnjR 2,
where a; a G ; a nG1 and all a i , b i , with i 2ZnfnK1; n; nC 1g and with b nG1 Z 1=a nG1 , are arbitrary free parameters, and with ða nK1 K a nC1 Þa nK1 a nC1 s0. In the self-dual case, it admits the following two formal Laurent solutions, parametrized by 3ZG1
where a C , a K and all a i , with i 2Zn nK1; n; nC 1 f g are arbitrary free parameters and a nK1 ZKa nC1 Z 1.
Together with time t, these parameters are in bijection with the phase space variables; we can put for the general Toeplitz lattice for example z k 4 ða k ; b k Þ for jk KnjR 1 and x nG1 4 a nG1 and y nG1 ; x n ; y n 4 a G ; a; t. Thus, this formal Laurent solution is the natural candidate to work with (see §3).
It is however, a priori, not clear that these formal Laurent solutions can be restricted to the invariant manifold M. Indeed, upon introducing a proper time dependence for u already mentioned, one has that G k ðtÞ dG k ðxðtÞ; yðtÞ; uðtÞÞ and G k ðtÞ dG k ðxðtÞ; yðtÞ; uðtÞÞ satisfy a system of differential equations, as given in the following proposition.
Proposition 1.4. Upon setting ðdu Gi =dtÞZ d 1i , the recursion relations satisfy the following differential equations:
In addition to propositions 1.3 and 1.4, many other arguments are needed to finetune the free parameters, when going from the Laurent solutions of the Toeplitz lattice to the existence of formal Laurent solutions to the difference equations, depending on the announced number of free parameters (see §6). The proof of these facts will be spread over two sections, as the arguments get rather involved; see §5 for the self-dual case and §6 for the case of the general Toeplitz lattice.
This ultimately leads to the proof of the main theorems 1.1 and 1.2.
Example I. Denote by P the uniform probability on the group S k of permutations p k and by L(p k ) the length of the largest (strictly) increasing subsequence of p k . According to an identity, due to Gessel (1990) 
The quantities defined for nO0 by
e tðMCM K1 Þ dM satisfy the following three-step relation, found by Borodin (2003) :
possessing the McMillan invariant (McMillan 1971) F n ðx nC1 ; x n Þ Z F n ðx n ; x nK1 Þ with F n ðy; zÞ Z ð1Ky 2 Þð1Kz 2 ÞK n t yz:
Example II. According to Rains (1998) and Tracy & Widom (1999) , ð U ðnÞ
respectively, where p 0 2k and p 0 2kC1 are odd permutations of the order of 2k and 2kC1 acting on ðKk; .;K1; 1; .; kÞ and ðKk; .;K1; 0; 1; .; kÞ, respectively. Then
possessing the invariant F n ðx nK1 ; x n ; x nC1 ; x nC2 Þ Z F n ðx n ; x nC1 ; x nC2 ; x nC3 Þ with F n ðx; y; z; uÞ Z nyz Kð1Ky 2 Þð1Kz 2 Þðt C 2sðxðuKyÞKzðu C yÞÞÞ:
2. An invariant manifold M for the first Toeplitz flow
In this section, we introduce the bi-infinite Toeplitz lattice, in analogy with the semi-infinite Toeplitz lattice, introduced by Adler & van Moerbeke (2001) . We also recall the basic formulae related to the invariant manifold M that we will introduce below (see Adler & van Moerbeke 2003) . The (bi-infinite) Toeplitz lattice consists of two infinite strings of vector fields on the (real or complex) linear space of bi-infinite sequences ðx i ; y i Þ i2Z . The particular vector field that we will be interested in (the 'first' Toeplitz vector field) is given by
1Þ
The semi-infinite Toeplitz lattice is obtained from it by setting (x k ,y k )Z(0, 0) for k!0 and (x 0 ,y 0 )Z(1,1). The invariant polynomials of the matrices L 1 and L 2 , defined by .; l Z 1; 2: ð2:3Þ
The first Toeplitz vector field (2.1) is the Hamiltonian vector field that corresponds to
with respect to the Poisson structure defined by 
and similarly for X ð1Þ i ½y k , which leads to the following expression for the vector field X ð1Þ i :
The vector field X ð2Þ i has the same form, but with L 1 replaced with L 2 . This is a particular case of a phenomenon that we will refer to as duality. Namely, there is a natural automorphism s of our phase space, given by s : ðx i ; y i Þ i2Z 1 ðy i ; x i Þ i2Z . It preserves the first Toeplitz vector field (2.1); permutes the Hamiltonians H ð1Þ i 4 H ð2Þ i ; permutes the Lax operators as follows: L 1 4 L u 2 ; and reverses the sign of the Poisson structure. The first Toeplitz vector field (2.1) can be restricted to the fixed point locus ðx i Z y i Þ i2Z of s, which leads to the self-dual (bi-infinite) Toeplitz lattice
5Þ
All constructions in this paper will be done for this self-dual lattice first, and then for the general Toeplitz lattice. This is not only for pedagogical reasons: even if the ideas that lead to the proofs are similar in both cases, the self-dual lattice, for our purposes, cannot be treated as a particular case of the general Toeplitz lattice, as we will see. For iZ1, the equations (2.4) for X Fixing 2N constants u dðu KN ; .; u K1 ; u 1 ; .; u N Þ, with u N s0 and u KN s0, we consider the polynomials
whose derivatives we simply denote by P 0 1 and P 0 2 . They lead to two strings of polynomials 2 G k andG k in x i ; y i ði 2ZÞ:
CðP 0 1 ðL 1 ÞÞ kC1;k C ðP 0 2 ðL 2 ÞÞ k;kC1 ! C ky k :
ð2:8Þ
Note that the only elements that appear in these polynomials are the diagonal and next-to-diagonal entries of L l 1 and L l 2 for lZ1,.,N. For fixed u, we consider the zero locus of all polynomials G k andG k , M u d h k2Z fðx i ; y i Þ i2Z j G k ðx; y; uÞ Z 0 andG k ðx; y; uÞ Z 0Þg:
ð2:9Þ
In terms of the variables x i and y i , the leading terms of G k andG k are given by
ð1Kx kKi y kKi Þ;
ð1Kx kKi y kKi Þ:
See appendix A for a precise statement, a few more terms and a proof. We often write D k as a shorthand for the vector ðG k ;G k Þ u and z k for ðx k ; y k Þ u . In order to get the corresponding formulae for the self-dual case, we put sðu i Þ du Ki , so that s permutes P 1 and P 2 , as well as G k andG k , hence P 1 ZP 2 in the self-dual case, and G k ZG k . Writing L dL 1 and P dP 1 , the polynomials G k andG k reduce in that case to G k ðx; uÞ d 1Kx 2 k x k 2ðP 0 ðLÞÞ kC1;k KðLP 0 ðLÞÞ kC1;kC1 KðLP 0 ðLÞÞ k;k À Á C kx k ; ð2:10Þ
while its leading terms are now given by
The zero locus M u now takes the simple form
Following Adler & van Moerbeke (2003) , we show that upon introducing a proper time dependence, the polynomials G k andG k satisfy a simple set of differential equations, showing that the zero locus (2.9) of these polynomials is a (time-dependent) invariant manifold of the first Toeplitz flow (2.1). Then GðtÞ andGðtÞ satisfy the following differential equations: In particular, M uðtÞ is a (time-dependent) invariant manifold of the first Toeplitz flow. In the self-dual case, these differential equations specialize to
Then M uðtÞ is a (time-dependent) invariant manifold of the first vector field of the self-dual Toeplitz lattice, where uðtÞZ ðu 1 C t; u 2 ; .; u N Þ.
Proof. We first show that G k ðx; y; uÞ Z V u ½x k C kx k ;
G k ðx; y; uÞ ZKV u ½y k C ky k ;
ð2:16Þ
where V u is the Hamiltonian vector field
i :
It suffices to prove that G k ðx; y; uÞZ V u ½x k C kx k , the other identity being obtained by duality (indeed, sðV u ÞZKV u since s X
i ). In view of definition (2.8) of G k , this means that we need to prove that
ð2:17Þ
According to (2.4), the first equation amounts to
where we recall that hAjBiZ Trace AB. The proof of (2.18) follows immediately by writing L i 1 À Á kC1;kC1 as L iK1 1 L 1 À Á kC1;kC1 , and the expression (2.2) for the entries of L 1 . For the second equation in (2.17), the proof is similar.
Note that (2.16) implies that the time-dependent polynomials G k ðtÞ andG k ðtÞ are given by G k ðtÞ Z V uðtÞ ½x k ðtÞ C kx k ðtÞ;
G k ðtÞ ZKV uðtÞ ½y k ðtÞ C ky k ðtÞ;
where V uðtÞ can, in view of (2.13), be written as
Since the vector field d/dt commutes with all the Hamiltonian vector fields X This yields the first relation in (2.14). The second equation is obtained by duality. At points of M u , all G k andG k vanish so the right-hand sides of (2.14) vanish. The unique solution to (2.14) that corresponds to such initial data is the zero solution, G k ðtÞZG k ðtÞZ 0. As a consequence, M uðtÞ is a time-dependent invariant manifold for the first Toeplitz flow. &
Painlevé analysis of the first Toeplitz flow
In this section, we will show that the first Toeplitz flow admits many families of formal Laurent solutions, a property reminiscent of (finite-dimensional) algebraic completely integrable systems (see ). They will be used in the § §4-6. We will first consider the self-dual case, which is easier, and then we will consider the full Toeplitz lattice.
(a ) The self-dual Toeplitz lattice
Recall that the first vector field of the self-dual Toeplitz lattice is given by
Proposition 3.1. For any n 2Z, the first vector field (3.1) of the self-dual Toeplitz lattice admits a formal Laurent solution x(t), with only x n (t) having a pole, given by
jk KnjR 2;
where a C ,a K and all a i , with i 2ZnfnK1; n; nC 1g, are arbitrary free parameters; also, 3 2 Z1 and a nK1 ZKa nC1 Z 1. When jk KnjO 2 then k k Z 0, while k nG2 ZH4a G .
Proof. We look for formal Laurent solutions x(t) to (3.1) that have a simple pole for one of the variables (only). To do this, we substitute x n ðtÞZ x ð0Þ n =tC Oð1Þ, with x ð0Þ n s0, and x j ðtÞZ x ð0Þ j C OðtÞ; j sn into (3.1) for different values of k. Taking k Z nG1, we find that x ð0Þ nG1 2 Z 1, in both cases because 1Kx 2 k ðtÞ needs to cancel the pole coming from x n (t). Given this, (3.1) with kZn is given by . It follows that x nG1 ðtÞZ H3C OðtÞ and x n ðtÞZK3=ð2tÞC Oð1Þ, where 3 2 Z1. For jk KnjR 2, the coefficient in t K1 of (3.1) does not impose any condition on the constant coefficient of x k (t), which is therefore a free parameter, which we denote as 3a k .
Having determined the first term of the series, we suppose that
where all coefficients x ðiÞ k , with i%r, have been determined. We show that (3.1) then yields linear relations on the coefficients x ðrC1Þ k . To see that, pick the coefficient in t r in (3.1) when ksn, while taking the coefficient in t rK1 when kZn. This yields the following relations, where 'known' means coefficients x ðiÞ k , with i%r : , except when kZnG1 and rZ0: the corresponding equations both reduce then to 0Z0, so that x ð1Þ nC1 and x ð1Þ nK1 are also free parameters; we denote them by 4a G dx ð1Þ nG1 . Then the third equation in (3.2) implies that x ð1Þ n Z a C K a K ; also, the first equation is explicitly given by 3x
Since for rO0 we can solve uniquely for all x rC1 k , we get a formal Laurent solution depending on the free parameters, as indicated. The extra term that is given in the proposition is easily verified. & Note that under the natural correspondence between the phase variables x k (with ksn) and the free parameters a k (aG in the case kZnG1), we have that the number of free parameters on which the coefficients of the series depend is one less than the number of phase variables, a property reminiscent of principal balances for (finite-dimensional) algebraic completely integrable systems (see Adler et al. 2004, ch. 6) . There are of course also formal Laurent solutions that depend on less free parameters (lower balances), but these will not be used here.
For future reference, we give the first few terms of the formal Laurent series of 1Kx 2 k , which is easily computed from the series given in proposition 3.1,
The displayed terms are the only ones that will be needed below.
(b ) The full Toeplitz lattice
We will now show that the full Toeplitz lattice also allows such formal Laurent solutions. To make the analogy with the self-dual case transparent, we will vectorize the variables and the equations; namely, we introduce z k d
x , such that only x n (t) and y n (t) have a (simple) pole. It is given by
where a; a G ; a nG1 and all c i Z a i b i ! , with i 2Z n nK1; n; nC 1 f g , are arbitrary free parameters and where c nG1 Z a nG1 1=a nG1 ! . Precisely, the free parameters a nG1 satisfy the condition a nC1 a nK1 ða nC1 K a nK1 Þ s0. The parameters on which the next order term in the series x(t) and y(t) depend is given in table 1.
Remark 3.3. In §6, we will need some extra information on these formal Laurent series, namely that the coefficient in t 2 of z k , for jk KnjR 2 depends in the following way on c kC2 :
k is independent of a kC2 and of b kC2 . In particular, x ð2Þ k depends linearly on a kC2 and is independent of b kC2 , while y ð2Þ k depends linearly on b kC2 and is independent of a kC2 . This easily follows from the given terms by considering the coefficient of t in (3.4).
Proof. For fixed n 2Z, we look for formal Laurent solutions zðtÞZ xðtÞ yðtÞ ! ;
to (3.4) where x n (t) or y n (t) have a simple pole, and where none of the other variables x k (t) or y k (t) have a pole (in t). Thus, we substitute z n ðtÞZ z ð0Þ n =tC Oð1Þ and z j ðtÞZ z ð0Þ j C OðtÞ; j sn into (3.4) for different values of k. For kZnG1, we find that x ð0Þ nG1 y ð0Þ nG1 Z 1, because 1K x nG1 y nG1 needs to cancel the pole coming from x n or from y n ; we put a nG1 dx ð0Þ nG1 , so that y ð0Þ nG1 Z 1=a nG1 . The parameters a nG1 are free, except that a nC1 a nK1 s0. Next, (3.4) with kZn yields which shows, on the one hand, that x ð0Þ n and y ð0Þ n are both different from zero (since at least one of them is supposed to be different from zero), so that also a nC1 a nK1 s0. On the other hand, it shows that x ð0Þ n and y ð0Þ n are expressible in terms of a nC1 and a nK1 as
For jk KnjR 2, the coefficient in t K1 of (3.4) does not impose any condition on the constant coefficient of z k (t), yielding free parameters for the constant coefficients of x k and y k , with jk KnjO 1. We denote these free parameters by c k Z a k b k ! . Upon specialization, some of the formulae below may contain c nC1 or c nK1 ; it is understood that these stand for
We can now proceed as in the second part of the proof of proposition 3.1, namely we suppose that
where all coefficients z ðiÞ k , with i%r, have been determined. On the coefficients z ðrC1Þ k , k 2Z, we find linear relations by substituting the above series into (3.4). For k such that jnKkjO 1, it is clear that, as in the self-dual case, z ðrC1Þ k is linearly computed in terms of the known coefficients, from the coefficient of t r , when substituting the series in (3.4). Therefore, let us concentrate on what happens for Table 1 . We list on which free parameters the first few terms of the formal Laurent solutions depend. It is understood that we do not list again the parameters that appear already before, on the same line; for example, x ð1Þ n depends only on a nC1 , a nK1 and a. The last two lines correspond to the values k for which jkKnjO2. For ksn, x ðiÞ k is the coefficient of t i in x k (t), while for kZn it is the coefficient of t iK1 in x n (t).
a linear equation in x nG1 and y nG1 , which can be written in the compact form
nG1 Z known; where L G is the matrix that governs the linear problem
Since detðL G C ðr C 1ÞIdÞZ rðr C 1Þ, this linear system admits a unique solution, except when rZ0 (recall that rR0). Before analysing the case rZ0 further, let us first consider what happens to (3.4) in the remaining case kZn. As in the self-dual case, we pick the coefficient of t rK1 in (3.4) to find a linear system that can be written in the compact form
where the matrix L n is given by
K1=ða nC1 a nK1 Þ 1 ! :
Since detðL n C rIdÞZ rðr C 2Þ, we have again that z ðrC1Þ n is determined uniquely, unless rZ0. Thus, we are done with rR1.
As we have seen, a free parameter may appear in z 
n , but one has to check whether the corresponding linear equations are consistent. Therefore, we substitute
in (3.4), which yields for k Z nG1 and tZ0 the homogeneous linear system
which is equivalent to These equations are proportional, in view of (3.7). Thus, we have
where a is a free parameter. The first two terms in the series lead at once to the second and third columns of table 1. In order to obtain the last column, it suffices to list on which parameters the linear term (resp. the constant term) in the right-hand side of ð1K x k ðtÞy k ðtÞÞðz kC1 ðtÞK z kK1 ðtÞÞ depends, when ksn (resp. when kZn). The two leading terms of x(t) and y(t) that we computed suffice for doing this. &
It is easily verified that the involution s that permutes x k and y k extends naturally to an involution on the free parameters, given by
sðaÞ ZKaK a nC1 a C K a nK1 a K a nC1 K a nK1 : ð3:8Þ
Note that, altogether, we have besides the free parameters a k ,b k , for jk KnjO 1, which naturally correspond to the variables x k and y k , five extra free parameters a nG1 ; a G and a, which correspond to the remaining six variables x nG1, y nG1 and x n , y n , which again yields that the number of free parameters, plus time, is equal to the number of phase variables. This count will be important, and rigorous, when we restrict these formal Laurent solutions to certain finite-dimensional submanifolds.
Tangency to M
We have seen that the polynomials G k andG k , which define an invariant manifold for the first Toeplitz flow, satisfy a non-autonomous system of linear differential equations, where the time dependence is defined by the latter flow. In a (finitedimensional) manifold setting, if such differential equations have coefficients that depend smoothly on time, solutions (integral curves) that start out on the invariant manifold will stay on it, by the uniqueness of solutions to differential equations with smooth coefficients and given initial conditions. In the case that we deal with the situation is quite a bit different, because the coefficients develop poles in t, for tZ0, and of course the solutions are only formal Laurent series. As it turns out, the conditions that assure that the formal Laurent solutions 'stay on the invariant manifold' are similar to those in the smooth case for the self-dual Toeplitz lattice, but are different in an essential way for the general Toeplitz lattice.
(a ) Tangency in the self-dual case
We start out with the case of the self-dual Toeplitz lattice.
Proposition 4.1. Let x(t) denote the formal Laurent solution that is given by proposition 3.1, and denote GðtÞ dGðxðtÞ; uðtÞÞ, where we recall that uðtÞZ ðu 1 C t; u 2 ; .; u N Þ. Then, as formal series in t,
C G ð0Þ n C OðtÞ:
ð4:1Þ
Moreover, G k ðtÞZ 0 as a formal series in t, for all k 2Z, as soon as x(t) is such that G ð0Þ k Z 0; for all k 2Z: Proof. According to (2.11), G k ðx; uÞ involves only the variables x l with jl Kkj% N (2NC1-step relation). Since only x n (t) has a pole, G k ðtÞZ Oð1Þ as soon as G k does not contain x n , i.e. if jnKkjO N . However, note that (2.15) implies
so that G nKN ðtÞZ Oð1Þ, as the leading term 1Ka 2 nKNK1 of 1Kx 2 nKNK1 ðtÞ is non-zero (recall that a nKNK1 is a free parameter). This argument can be repeated to yield G k ðtÞZ Oð1Þ for all k!n, and similarly it is shown that G k ðtÞZ Oð1Þ for all kOn. Since G n ðtÞ satisfies the differential equation (2.15), for kZn, we have in view of (3.3) that dG n dt
C Oð1Þ; which leads upon integration to (4.1).
Suppose now that x(t) is such that G ð0Þ k Z 0 for all k 2Z. In view of the first part of the proof, we have that G k ðtÞZ OðtÞ for all k 2Z. We show that this implies that G k ðtÞZ 0 as a formal series in t, for all k 2Z. We do this by induction on r 2N Ã : assuming that G k ðtÞZ Oðt r Þ for k 2Z, we show that G k ðtÞZ Oðt rC1 Þ for k 2Z. Note that in the case rZ1, the assumption holds. For k ;fnK1; n; nC 1g, the right-hand side of (2.15) is Oðt r Þ, by (3.3) and by the assumption, so that dG k dt ðtÞZ Oðt r Þ, hence G k ðtÞZ Oðt rC1 Þ, by integration. For k Z nG1, we have from (3.3) that 1Kx 2 nG1 ðtÞZ OðtÞ, so that (2.15) yields for k Z nG1 that dG nG1 dt ðtÞZ Oðt rC1 Þ, i.e. G nG1 ðtÞZ Oðt rC2 Þ. For kZn, we have that 1Kx 2 n ðtÞ has a double pole, but since we have just shown that G nC1 ðtÞK G nK1 ðtÞZ Oðt rC2 Þ the differential equation (2.15) for kZn leads to dG n dt ðtÞZ Oðt r Þ and we conclude that G n ðtÞZ Oðt rC1 Þ, as has to be shown. &
(b ) Tangency in the general case
For the full Toeplitz lattice, the tangency condition is rather similar, yet is different in some detail that will turn out to be crucial in §5. We recall that the differential equations that are satisfied by the polynomials G k andG k are given by 
n C Oð1Þ; 
nG1 (for the explicit formula, see (4.9)); moreover, the latter coefficients are related in the following way:
:
ð4:4Þ
Proof. As in the self-dual case, the polynomials G k ðx; uÞ andG k ðx; uÞ define 2NC1-step relations, so they depend only on the variables x l and y l with jl Kkj% N . Only x n (t) and y n (t) have a pole, so that G k ðtÞZ Oð1Þ and G k ðtÞZ Oð1Þ for jnKkjO N . Writing (4.2) for k / k K1 as In order to deal with the case kZn, we write (4.2) as an equation for G n andG n in two different ways
ð4:6Þ
Either of them implies that G n ðtÞZ Oðt K2 Þ and thatG n ðtÞZ Oðt K2 Þ, so we write where we have written 1K x nG1 ðtÞy nG1 ðtÞZ z G tC Oðt 2 Þ, so that
It is now sufficient to substitute x ð0Þ nG1 Z a nG1 Z 1=y
nG1 and x ð0Þ n Z a nK1 a nC1 = ða nK1 K a nC1 ÞZKa nK1 a nC1 y ð0Þ n in (4.7) to find the coefficient of t K2 in (4.3). Actually, the latter corresponds to taking the lower sign; equating the two expressions for G ðK2Þ n in (4.7) that correspond to the two signs leads to (4.4); note that this is also the expression that is obtained from the two expressions ofG ðK2Þ n in (4.7).
It remains to compute G ðK1Þ n andG ðK1Þ n , which can be done from the coefficient of t K2 in dG n dt ðtÞ and in dG n dt ðtÞ, computed from their differential equations dG n dt Z ð1Kx n y n ÞðG nC1 KG nK1 Þ C ðx nC1 Kx nK1 Þðx nGn Ky n G n Þ;
dG n dt Z ð1Kx n y n ÞðG nC1 KG n ÞKðy nC1 Ky nK1 Þðx nGn Ky n G n Þ:
ð4:8Þ
Since 1K x n ðtÞy n ðtÞ has a double pole, while G nG1 ðtÞ andG nG1 ðtÞ have no pole, the contribution of the first term to the coefficient in t 2 will be linear in G
nG1 and G
nG1 . Since x n (t) and y n (t) have a simple pole, while G n ðtÞ andG n ðtÞ have a double pole, the contribution of the second term will yield a linear combination of, on the one hand, G Proof. According to (4.4), the hypothesis implies thatG nC1 ðtÞZ OðtÞ. In view of proposition 4.2, we have that G k ðtÞZ OðtÞ andG k ðtÞZ OðtÞ for every k 2Z. We will now proceed by induction on r 2N Ã , but in a different way than in the selfdual case: assuming that G k ðtÞZ Oðt r Þ andG k ðtÞZ Oðt r Þ for k snG1, as well as G nG1 ðtÞZ Oðt rC1 Þ andG nG1 ðtÞZ Oðt rC1 Þ, we show that G k ðtÞZ Oðt rC1 Þ and G k ðtÞ ZOðt rC1 Þ for k snG1, as well as G nG1 ðtÞZ Oðt rC2 Þ andG nG1 ðtÞZ Oðt rC2 Þ. Note that the rZ1 induction assumption needs to be shown at the end of the proof, as only part of it is in the actual hypothesis of the theorem.
For k such that jk KnjR 2, the differential equations (4.2) yield that dG k dt ðtÞ Z Oðt r Þ and dG k dt ðtÞZ Oðt r Þ, so that G k ðtÞZ Oðt rC1 Þ andG k ðtÞZ Oðt rC1 Þ, by integration. So we are left with k 2 nK1; n; nC 1 f g . Let us write G n Z g n t r C Oðt rC1 Þ;G n Zg n t r C Oðt rC1 Þ; Remembering that 1K x nG1 ðtÞy nG1 ðtÞZ OðtÞ, we pick the coefficient of t r in (4.10), which leads to the following linear system: then the coefficient of t rK1 is simply given by rg n ZKða nK1 a nC1gn C g n Þ;
rg n ZK 1 a nK1 a nC1 ða nK1 a nC1gn C g n Þ:
Since det r C 1 a nK1 a nC1 1 a nC1 a nK1 r C 1
we have that g n Zg n Z 0, so that G n ðtÞZ Oðt rC1 Þ andG n ðtÞZ Oðt rC1 Þ, as shown. We finally check that our assumptions imply that for rZ1 the induction hypothesis is valid. According to proposition 4.2, we have that GðtÞZ OðtÞ and GðtÞZ OðtÞ. Let us write G nG1 Z g nG1 tC Oðt 2 Þ andG nG1 Zg nG1 tC Oðt 2 Þ. Then we need to show that g nG1 Zg nG1 Z 0. From (4.11), which is also valid for rZ0, we conclude that g nG1 Z a nK1 a nC1gnG1 . It was assumed that G nK1 ðtÞZ Oðt 2 Þ, i.e. that g nK1 Z 0, so that we can conclude thatg nK1 Z 0. In order to obtain a second relation between g nC1 andg nC1 , we consider the residue in the first 3 equation in (4.12), which reduces to 0Z a nK1 a nC1 g nC1 =ða nK1 K a nC1 Þ 2 , since G ð0Þ n ZG ð0Þ n Z 0. Thus, g nC1 Zg nC1 Z 0, as shown. &
Restricting the formal Laurent solutions: the self-dual case
We have seen conditions on GðtÞZ GðxðtÞ; uðtÞÞ that guarantee that solutions x(t) to the self-dual Toeplitz lattice that start out in the invariant manifold M uðtÞ stay in it, formally speaking. In this section, we show how these conditions can be translated into conditions on the formal Laurent solution x(t) to the first vector field of the self-dual Toeplitz lattice.
(a ) Structure of the polynomials G k
The polynomials G k , which define the invariant manifolds M, depend on the variable x n in a special way, which we will analyse by using the fact that G k remains pole free (for k sn) when the formal Laurent series x(t) are substituted in them, as we have seen in proposition 4.1. Let us denote by A the algebra of polynomials in all variables x k , where k 2Z, and by A 0 n the subalgebra of those polynomials that are independent of x n . Also, let us denote by A 0 n the subalgebra of A that consists of those elements that can be written as polynomials in w 1 ; w 2 and x k , with k sn, where w 1 dx n ðx nC1 C x nK1 Þ; w 2 dx n ð1 C x nC1 x nK1 Þ: ð5:1Þ
Thus, elements of A 0 n may depend only on x n through w 1 and w 2 . For future use, we give the first few terms of the formal Laurent series of the generators of A 0 n , as obtained by substituting the series from proposition 3.1 in (5.1) w 1 ðtÞ ZK2ða C C a K C 2ða C a nC2 C a K a nK2 Þt C Oðt 2 ÞÞ;
w 2 ðtÞ ZK23ða C Ka K C 2ða C a nC2 Ka K a nK2 Þt C Oðt 2 ÞÞ;
x k ðtÞ Z 3ða k C 1Ka 2 k À Á ða kC1 Ka kK1 Þt C Oðt 2 ÞÞ; k sn:
ð5:2Þ
It follows that GðxðtÞÞZ Oð1Þ, for any G 2A 0 n . Note that the polynomials w G d 1Kx 2 nG1 À Á x n , which both have the property w G ðtÞZ Oð1Þ, belong to A 0 n , since 1Kx 2 nG1 À Á x n Z w 2 K x nG1 w 1 : ð5:3Þ
The following proposition generalizes this statement.
Proposition 5.1. For G 2A, let GðtÞ dGðxðtÞÞ, where x(t) is the formal Laurent solution to the first vector field of the self-dual Toeplitz lattice, constructed in proposition 3.1. If GðtÞZ Oð1Þ then G 2A 0 n , i.e. G is a polynomial in x n ðx nC1 K x nK1 Þ; x n ð1 C x nC1 x nK1 Þ; and x k ðk snÞ:
Proof. We suppose that G 2A is such that GðtÞZ Oð1Þ, where GðtÞ dGðxðtÞÞ. We write G as a polynomial in x n with coefficients in A 0 n G Z G l x l n C G lK1 x lK1 n C/C G 1 x n C G 0 ; where G 0 ; .; G l 2A 0 n . If lZ0, then we are done. Let us suppose therefore that l is minimal, but lO0. We will show that this leads to a contradiction. Since each coefficient G i belongs to A 0 n , we have that G i ðtÞZ Oð1Þ. Thus, the pole that x n (t) has needs to be compensated by a zero in G l ðtÞ, i.e. G l ðtÞZ OðtÞ. We show that this implies that G l x n 2A 0 n . By Euclidean division in A 0 n , we can write G l as
where K 1 , K 2 and K 3 belong to A 0 n , and where K 3 is of degree 1 at most in x nC1 and x nK1 : we can write K 3 as
where k 1 ; .; k 4 are elements of A 0 n that are independent of x nC1 and x nK1 . Since G l ðtÞZ OðtÞ and 1Kx 2 nG1 ðtÞZ OðtÞ, it follows from (5.4) that K 3 ðtÞZ OðtÞ, and so that the leading terms k 
3 . Since the leading terms 3a k of all x k (t), with k 2ZnfnK1; n; nC 1g, and the leading terms of w 1 ðtÞ and w 2 ðtÞ are all independent, even modulo 3, it follows that k ð0Þ 4 Z k ð0Þ 3 Z 0, as k 4 and k 3 are independent of x nG1 . Using (5.3), it follows that i.e. the constant term in G k ðtÞ is a polynomial in the variables 4 a kKN ; a kKNC1 ; .; a kCN ; a C and a K only.
Proof. According to (2.11), G k depends on x kKN ; .; x kCN only. For k sn, we know from proposition 4.1. that G k ðtÞZ Oð1Þ, so that proposition 5.1 yields that G k depends on x n through w 1 and w 2 only, i.e. G k is a polynomial in w 1 ; w 2 and the x l with jk Klj% N and lsn. Each of these variables is O(1), so the constant term in G k is a polynomial in their leading terms, which are the parameters a kKn a kKNC1 ; .; a kCN , a C and a K (see (5.2)). & It is clear that when jk KnjO N , then G k ð0Þ is independent of a C and a K , as it cannot contain w 1 or w 2 . The following lemma deals with the case of G n ðtÞ, which is slightly harder because G n ðtÞ develops a pole. 4t C F ða nKNK1 ; .; a nCNC1 ; a C ; a K Þ C OðtÞ;
where F is a polynomial in all its arguments, with a nCNC1 and a nKNK1 present (linearly).
Proof. Consider the following alternative ways of writing G n Z G n ðx; uÞ:
G n ðx; uÞ Z 1Kx 2 n À Á H n ðx; uÞ C nx n Z x n G n ðx; uÞ C H n ðx; uÞ: ð5:6Þ H n is a polynomial in x Z ðx i Þ i2Z , because (2.16) implies that H n ðx; uÞZ V u ½x n , and because vx n =vt i Z fx n ; H i g is always divisible by 1Kx 2 n (see (2.4)). Also, we have put G n ðx; uÞ dnK x n H n ðx; uÞ to obtain the second equality. The first equation in (5.6) implies that H n ðxðtÞ; uðtÞÞZ OðtÞ, since G n ðxðtÞ; uðtÞÞZ Oðt K1 Þ and x n ðtÞZ Oðt K1 Þ, while 1Kx 2 n ðtÞZK1=ð4t 2 ÞC Oðt K1 Þ. The second equation in (5.6) then allows us to conclude that G n ðxðtÞ; uðtÞÞZ Oð1Þ, and hence also that G n ðxðtÞ; uÞZ Oð1Þ, since u is an arbitrary vector of constants. Thus, G n is, by proposition 5.1, an element of A 0 n , depending (linearly) on the parameters u i .
Summarizing, the constant term in G n ðtÞ will be given by the constant term in x n ðtÞG n ðtÞ, hence it will depend only on the first two terms 3ð1C ða C K a K ÞtÞ=ð2tÞ of x n (t) and on the first two terms of G n (t), where G n 2A 0 n . The latter first two terms can depend only on the first two terms of the variables x nKN ; .; x nCN ; w 1 and w 2 that appear in G n ; the first two terms of their series can be read off from (5.2), yielding that the constant term in G n ðtÞ can only depend on a nKNK1 ; .; a nCNC1 ; a C ; a K . Note that the only dependence on a nKNK1 can come from the presence of x nKN , but (2.11) tells us that x nKN appears linearly in G n , and with a non-zero coefficient. Therefore, the parameter a nKNK1 is indeed present in the constant term in G n ; similarly, a nCNC1 is also present. The leading term of G n ðtÞ was already determined in proposition 4.1. &
(b ) Parameter restriction
We now show that we can tune the free parameters in the formal Laurent solution x(t) of the self-dual Toeplitz lattice in such a way that G k ðtÞZ 0 for all k 2Z, as a formal series in t. As it turns out, it will be possible to keep 2NK1 parameters arbitrary, and the other ones are determined rationally in terms of these. Together with time, it means that the constructed solution depends on 2N free parameters, which is the maximum one can hope for in an 2NC1-step relation.
Proposition 5.4. Keeping the 2NK1 parameters a nK2N ; .; a nK2 arbitrary, the other parameters in the formal Laurent series x(t), given by proposition 3.1, can be chosen as rational functions of these parameters, so that G k ðtÞZ 0, as a formal series in t, for all k 2Z.
Proof. In this proof, we will assume that NO1. See remark 5.5 below for the adaption to the case NZ1. According to proposition 4.1, it suffices to determine the parameters in the series x(t) so that G ð0Þ k , the constant term in G k ðtÞ, is zero, for all k 2Z. Thus, we need to write G ð0Þ k in terms of the parameters in the series x(t). We do this for the different values of k in a very specific order, as indicated in table 2. The second column indicates which G k we consider; it is easy to see that we consider all of them (exactly once); it is understood that steps (6)-(8) are absent when NZ2. We know from (2.11) that for any k 2Z, G k depends only on the variables x kKN ; x kKNC1 ; .; x kCN , which yields the third column. It is important to point out that the two written variables, which are the extremal terms, are actually present in G k , and that these two variables appear linearly (see proposition A.1 in appendix A).
The delicate step is in obtaining the last column; the information displayed in it contains the parameters 5 that may appear in G ð0Þ k , where the underlined term actually does appear, and it appears linearly. Before validating this column in each of the steps, let us first point out how the proposition follows from it. Precisely, we can, in each step, solve for one of the underlined parameters in terms of the non-underlined parameters, as the underlined parameter appears linearly in the equation G ð0Þ k Z 0. Using the previous steps, this yields inductively a rational formula for each of the parameters, in terms of a nK2N ; .; a nK2 , which remain free. In fact, the variables a nK2NKi , with iO0 are determined in steps (1)-(3); a nK1 ZKa nC1 Z 1 while a n does not exist; the variables a nCiC1 with iO0 are determined in steps (6)-(12); the only other variables are a K and a C , which are determined in steps (4) and (5).
We now show that in each step the parameters that are indicated in the fourth column of the table indeed appear (linearly) in G ð0Þ k . This is done by carefully using the leading terms of G k , as given by proposition A.1. As a general remark, note that (2.11) implies that G k contains the variables x kKN and x kCN linearly, but that the behaviour of its coefficients Q NK1 iZ0 1Kx 2 kCi À Á and Q NK1 iZ0 1Kx 2 kKi À Á , evaluated at t, depends on k, as given in (3.3).
For step (1), we have that x nK2NK1 ðtÞ; .; x nK1 ðtÞ have no pole in t, so that only their leading coefficients, the parameters a nK2NK1 ; .; a nK2 ; a nK1 Z 1, can appear. Since x nK2NK1 appears (linearly) in G nKNK1 , with a coefficient u N Q N iZ1 1Kx 2 nKNKi À Á , that is non-vanishing for tZ0, namely
, the parameter a nKNK1 appears (linearly) in G ð0Þ nKNK1 . The same argument works in steps (2) and (3). Step (4) is more interesting because it involves x n (linearly). However, x n appears only in the leading term of G nKN , which we can write, using
Now w K ðtÞZ 43a K C OðtÞ, and the other factors in (5.7) are finite, non-vanishing, which yields the proposed dependence on the parameters in step (4). For step (5), x n may be present in other terms than the leading term in G nKNC1 , but in view of proposition 5.1, G nKNC1 2A 0 n is a polynomial in x nK2NC1 ; .; x nK1 ; x nC1 and in w 1 and w 2 only. Since their series do not have a pole for tZ0, we get an eventual Table 2 . Setting G k (0)Z0 in the given order allows us to solve for all free parameters in the formal Laurent series, except for the 2NK1 parameters a nK2N , ., a nK2 , that can be taken arbitrarily. We solve (linearly) for the underlined terms. The fact that G nC1 incidentally does not depend on the crossed out term a nCNC1 allows us to solve G nC1 Z0 for a nCN .
G nKN x nK2N , ., x n a nK2N , ., a nK2 , a K (5)
G nKNC1 x nK2NC1 , ., x nC1 a nK2NC1 , ., a nK2 , a K , a C (6)
G nKNC2 x nK2NC2 , ., x nC2 a nK2NC2 , ., a nK2 , a G , a nC2 (7)
., x nCNK1 a nKNK1 , ., a nK2 , a G , a nC2 , ., a nCNK1 (9)
G nC1 x nKNC1 , ., x nCNC1 a nKNC1 , ., a nK2 , a G a nC2 , ., a nCN , a nCNC1 (10)
G n x nKN , ., x nCN a nKNK1 , ., a nK2 , a G a nC2 , ., a nCNC1 (11)
G nC2 x nKNC2 , ., x nCNC2 a nKNC2 , ., a nK2 , a G a nC2 , ., a nCNC2 (12) « « « dependence on a C and a K , besides the parameters a nK2NC1 ; .; a nK2 . Let us show that a C actually appears. The leading term in G nKNC1 is, according to (2.11),
Since it is the only term in G nKNC1 that contains x nC1 , we can write
and P 2 is independent of x nC1 , so P 2 depends only on x nK2NC1 ; .; x n . Now P 1 ðtÞZ Oð1Þ, since
x nC1 ðtÞ C x nK1 ðtÞ Z OðtÞ; 1Kx 2 n ðtÞ Z Oðt K2 Þ; 1Kx 2 nK1 ðtÞ Z OðtÞ; while the other factors 1Kx 2 i ðtÞ that appear in P 1 (t) are O(1). Since G nKNC1 ðtÞZ Oð1Þ, this implies that P 2 ðtÞZ Oð1Þ, so that P 2 satisfies the hypothesis of proposition 5.1; since P 2 is independent of x nC1 , we may conclude, as in step (4), that P 2 is independent of a C . On the other hand, P 1 (0) depends (linearly) on a C , as
The conclusion is that G ð0Þ nKNC1 Z P 1 ð0ÞC P 2 ð0Þ depends (linearly) on a C . We are at step (6). Skip this step and steps (7) and (8) 
nKNC2 depends on a nC2 (linearly). The same happens in steps (7) and (8), as the leading term will always contain the product 1Kx 2 nC1 À Á 1Kx 2 n À Á 1Kx 2 nK1 À Á , which is finite and non-zero for tZ0.
A new phenomenon arises in step (9). Note that we have moved to G nC1 , keeping G n for step (10). The leading term of G nC1 is
which does not contribute to G ð0Þ nC1 , since 1Kx 2 nC1 ðtÞZ OðtÞ, while all other factors in this term are finite in t. Therefore, G ð0Þ nC1 is independent of a nCNC1 . To show that G ð0Þ nC1 depends on a nCN , we need to investigate the next term in G nC1 , the one that contains x nCN , because it is the only one that might lead to a dependence on a nCN . According to proposition A.1, this term consists of the following three pieces:
x nCjC1 x nCj : ð5:8Þ
The two terms on the first line of (5.8) do not contribute to G ð0Þ nC1 , again because both terms contain 1Kx 2 nC1 , and all other terms are finite for tZ0. The third term however does contribute, when jZ0, as x n ðtÞ 1Kx 2 nC1 ðtÞ À Á wa C C OðtÞ; moreover, this term is the only one that involves a nCN , so that the latter parameter appears (linearly) in G ð0Þ nC1 . For step (10), the presence of a nCNC1 was established in lemma 5.3. Starting from step (11), the leading coefficients do not contain 1Kx 2 nG1 or 1Kx 2 n anymore, so that everything goes smoothly. & Remark 5.5. When NZ1, the polynomial that defines the recursion relation reduces to
Steps (4)-(9) then get replaced by two steps in which we consider G nG1 , which allows us to determine a G . Indeed, substituting the series x(t) in G nG1 yields for the leading term (tZ0) ðnG1Þ C 4u 1 a G Z 0:
The other parameters are determined as in the general case.
Restricting the formal Laurent solutions: the general case
In this section, we will do a similar analysis as the one that has been done for the case of the self-dual Toeplitz lattice in §5.
(a ) Structure of the polynomials G k andG k
We first investigate on which parameters the leading term(s) in the polynomials G k andG k depend on the free parameters. We denote by A the algebra of all the polynomials in the variables x i and y i , where i 2Z, while A n stands for the subalgebra of A that consists of all polynomials that do not depend on x n and on y n . Consider the following four polynomials 6 : w 1 Z x n y nK1 C y n x nC1 ; w 2 Z x n C x nK1 y n x nC1 ; w s 1 Z y n x nK1 C x n y nC1 ; w s 2 Z y n C y nK1 x n y nC1 :
ð6:1Þ
For future use, observe that these polynomials are linked by the following identity:
x n w s 2 K y nK1 w s 1 ð ÞZ y n ðw 2 K x nK1 w 1 Þ: ð6:2Þ
In fact, both expressions in (6.2) are equal to x n y n ð1K x nK1 y nK1 Þ. We denote by A 0 n the subalgebra of A that consists of all polynomials that can be written in terms of these four polynomials, besides all x i and y i , with isn. The polynomials w have the following series in t, when the first few 7 terms of the series x i (t) and y i (t) that are constructed in proposition 3.2 are substituted in them.
The formal Laurent series for the other polynomials in (6.1) is found from it by using the automorphism s (see (3.8)), which yields in particular
It follows that if G 2A 0 n then GðtÞZ Oð1Þ, where GðtÞ dGðxðtÞ; yðtÞÞ, with x(t) and y(t) as above. We will show that the converse is also true, so that the algebra A 0 n plays, in the general case, a similar role as in the self-dual case. For this, we need the following lemma.
Lemma 6.1. Let G be a polynomial in A 0 n that is independent of w 2 and none of whose terms contains x nC1 y nC1 or x nK1 y nK1 . If GðtÞZ OðtÞ then GZ0, as a formal series in t.
Proof. It follows from (6.3) that
T is an invertible matrix, since det T ZK2ða nK1 K a nC1 Þ 4 =ða nK1 a nC1 Þ. Let G be a polynomial in A 0 n that is independent of w 2 and suppose that Gð0ÞZ 0. We write G Z P ijk g ijk w i 1 ðw s 1 Þ j ðw s 2 Þ k , where g ijk is a polynomial in the variables x k and y k with ksn only. Note that g ijk (0) is independent of a,a C and a K . Therefore, the fact that T is invertible and that a,a C and a K are independent free variables implies that g ijk (t)ZO(t) for any i,j,k. If we assume now, in addition, that g ijk does not contain either product x nC1 y nC1 or x nK1 y nK1 , then it is clear that g ijk Z0 since the leading terms a k of x k and b k of y k are independent (ksn), except that a nC1 b nC1 Z 1Z a nK1 b nK1 . & Proposition 6.2. For G 2A, let GðtÞ dGðxðtÞ; yðtÞÞ, where (x(t), y(t)) is the formal Laurent solution to the first vector field of the Toeplitz lattice, constructed in proposition 3.2. If G(t)ZO(1), then G 2A 0 n , i.e. G depends only on x n and y n through the polynomials w 1 ; w 2 ; w s 1 and w s 2 :
Proof. Given G 2A, we may write G as a polynomial in x n and y n , with coefficients in A 0 n ; in fact, writing x n Z w 2 K x nK1 y n x nC1 , we may assume that G is independent of x n and we write G Z G l y l n C G lK1 y lK1 n C/C G 1 y n C G 0 ;
where G 0 ; .; G l 2A 0 n . We suppose that this is done in such a way that l is minimal. If lZ0, then G 2A 0 n and we are done; assume therefore that lO1. We will show that G l y n 2A 0 n , which is in contradiction with the minimality of l, like in the self-dual case. We first show that we may assume that w 2 is absent in G 1 y n . If we substitute x n Z w 2 K x nK1 y n x nC1 in the identity (6.2), then we find
which allows us to replace any term in G 1 y n that contains w 2 , or a power of it, by a term of lower degree in w 2 , at the cost of changing G lK1 , so that we can eventually remove w 2 entirely from the leading coefficient G l . Assuming that G l does not depend on w 2 , we perform an Euclidean division in A 0 n ,
where K 1 , K 2 and K 3 belong to A 0 n , with K 3 independent of w 2 and not containing x nK1 y nK1 or x nC1 y nC1 .
Assume now that G(t)ZO(1). Since all G i (t) are O(1), as G i 2A 0 n , we must have that G l (t)ZO(1), as y n (t) has a pole. Then (6.5) implies that K 3 (t)ZO(t), since 1K x nG1 ðtÞy nG1 ðtÞZ OðtÞ. This means that K 3 satisfies the conditions of lemma 6.1, hence that K 3 Z0. The identities ð1K x nK1 y nK1 Þy n Z w s 2 K y nK1 w s 1 2A 0 n ; ð1K x nC1 y nC1 Þy n Z w s 2 K y nC1 w 1 2A 0 n ;
then imply that G l y n 2A 0 n , as has to be shown. &
As a first application of this proposition, we show how the shown terms in (6.3) can easily be computed. Since w i (t)ZO(1), we also have ðdw i =dtÞðtÞZ Oð1Þ for iZ1, 2. By proposition 6.2, ðdw i =dtÞ 2A n , in fact
where w s G dð1K x nG1 y nG1 Þy n , with w s G ð0ÞZGa G b nH1 C OðtÞ. Since x nG1 y nG1 Z 1, it follows that dw 1 dt ð0Þ Z b nK2 a nK1 a nC1 w s K ð0Þ C a nC2 w s C ð0Þ Z a C a nC2 b nK1 Ka K a nK1 b nK2 ; dw 2 dt ð0Þ Z a nC2 a nK1 w s C ð0ÞKa nK2 a nC1 w s K ð0Þ Z a nC2 a C C a nK2 a K ;
which yield after integration the linear terms in (6.3). The same formulae can be used to show that w ð2Þ 1 and w
2 , which are the t 2 terms in w 1 (t) and w 2 (t), depend only on the parameters c nK3 ; .; c nC3 ; a C ; a K and a; the precise formula will not be needed, except that they depend on c nC3 as follows:
where the dots are independent of a nC3 (and of b nC3 ).
The following lemma is the analogue of lemma 5.1 and is proven in exactly the same way. where we recall that c i Z ða i ; b i Þ and that a nG1 b nG1 Z 1, and F ;F are polynomials in their arguments.
For kZn, the corresponding result is more complicated and the method of proof is different from the one in the self-dual case (lemma 5.3). where A is an invertible 2!2 matrix and F is a polynomial 2-vector that depends on the listed free parameters only. See proposition 4.2 for the leading terms of G n ðtÞ andG n ðtÞ.
Proof. We will assume in our proof that NO2 (see remark 6.5 below). The proof is based on the explicit expression for G n that is given in proposition A.1 (see appendix A), which we write in the form G n Z ð1K x n y n ÞH n C nx n , where
ð1Kx nKi y nKi Þ:
Our first claim is that F 2A 0 n . Since G n ðtÞ and 1K x n ðtÞy n ðtÞ have a double pole, while x n (t) has a simple pole, H n ðtÞZ Oð1Þ. The terms in the above expression that do not involve x n or y n are also O(1), because x k ðtÞZ Oð1Þ and y k ðtÞZ Oð1Þ for ksn. There are a few terms that contain x n or y n (linearly), but they are all of the form x n ð1K x nC1 y nC1 Þ, y n ð1K x nC1 y nC1 Þ or x n ð1K x nK1 y nK1 Þ, which are both O(1). It follows that F ðt; uðtÞÞZ Oð1Þ, and hence that F ðt; uÞZ Oð1Þ. Thinking of u as constants we have, in view of proposition 6.2, that F 2A 0 n . Since 1K x n ðtÞy n ðtÞ has a double pole, only the first three terms of 1K x n ðtÞy n ðtÞ and of F ðtÞ can contribute to the constant term in ð1K x n ðtÞy n ðtÞÞF ðtÞ; in view of table 1, this contribution can yield only a dependence on the parameters c nKNK1 ; .; c nCN ; a G and a.
We now turn to the other terms in H n and we use their explicit form to show that they depend only on the listed parameters. Let us first consider the following terms that do not involve x n or y n :
ð1K x nKi y nKi Þ: ð6:7Þ
Since 1K x nGi y nGi has a simple zero for iZ1 and is O(1) for iO1, we have that Q NK2 iZ1 ð1K x nCi y nCi Þ and Q NK1 iZ1 ð1K x nKi y nKi Þ have a simple zero, so we only need to look for the parameters that appear in the first two terms of the coefficients. The former adds nothing new to the latter parameter list. For the coefficients of the first one for example, we read from table 1 that the constant and linear terms of x 2 nCNK1 ðtÞy nCNK2 ðtÞ depend only on a nCN ; c nCNK1 ; c nCNK2 and b nCNK3 , which falls inside the proposed limits. Note in particular that neither a nCNC1 nor b nCNC1 appears in this term. We arrive similarly at the same conclusion for the other three terms in (6.7). Note that the lowest free parameter that appears is a nKNK1 ; it comes from the last term in (6.7).
We now get to the terms that contain x n or y n . As we have already noted, these terms always come with 1K x nC1 y nC1 or 1K x nK1 y nK1 . As x n ðtÞð1K x nG1 ðtÞy nG1 ðtÞÞZ Oð1Þ, we must investigate the first three terms in the remaining factors. For the term
ð1K x nKi y nKi Þ;
we need to look at x nC1 y nKNC1 Q NK2 iZ2 ð1K x nKi y nKi Þ, which yields terms with a low index, the lowest coming from the coefficient in t 2 in y nKNC1 ðtÞ, to wit b nKNK1 and a nKN . The other three terms that involve x n or y n can be written as
ð1K x nCi y nCi Þ:
Again, since 1Kx n y n has a double pole, the first three terms in BðtÞZ BC B 1 tC B 2 t 2 C Oðt 3 Þ will contribute to the constant term in ð1K x n ðtÞy n ðtÞÞBðtÞ. It is clear that B 2 will contain a nCNC1 , coming from x ð2Þ nCNK1 and b nCNC1 , coming from y nCNK1 . To know the precise value, it suffices to substitute the relevant coefficients of the formal Laurent series x(t),y(t) in the following part of B 2 , which gives by using proposition 3.2 and in particular K(x n (1Kx nC1 y nC1 )) (0) Z a C a nC1 and K( y n (1Kx nC1 y nC1 )
where the dots are independent of a nCNC1 and b nCNC1. There remains one term in H n , namely the lead in term C : ZuNx nCN Q NK1 iZ1 ð1Kx nCi y nCi Þ. It does not involve x n but does involve 1Kx nC1 y nC1 , which will also lead to a dependence on a nCNC1 . Writing C(t)ZC 1 tCC 2 t 2 CO(t 3 ), we have that
where the dots are again independent of a nCNC1 and b nCNC1 . Summing up, we have that the leading terms in G ð0Þ n are given by
ð1Ka nCi b nCi Þ:
By duality, the leading terms inG ð0Þ n are given by a C ð1K x n y n Þ ð0Þ 2a nK1
ð1K a nCi b nCi Þ:
We may conclude that
Remark 6.5. The above proof breaks down at several places when NZ2. The polynomial H n then reduces to
Using (6.6) and proposition 3.2, we find that H n depends in the following way on a nC3 and b nC3 : 
It leads as in the case NO2 to (6.9), with precisely the same matrix A.
(b ) Parameter restriction
The parameter restriction works more or less like in the self-dual case, the main difference coming from the fact that in the self-dual case we had to put all G ð0Þ k Z 0, while in the general case the tangency condition is equivalent to the following:
(i) G k ðtÞZ OðtÞ andG k ðtÞZ OðtÞ for all k with k snC 1, (ii) G nK1 ðtÞZ Oðt 2 Þ, and (iii) G nC1 ðtÞZ OðtÞ.
In a sense, the condition G nK1 ðtÞZ Oðt 2 Þ replaces the conditionG nC1 ðtÞZ OðtÞ, which is redundant because it is a consequence of the other conditions (see proposition 4.3).
Let us now turn, line by line, to the last column, which demands a careful inspection of the polynomials G k andG k . In particular, we show that these polynomials depend on the underlined parameter(s) (linearly), in such a way that one can solve for them. In steps (1)-(3), we have that z n is absent, so that D nKNKk ð0Þ (k R 1) depends only on z nK2NKk ð0Þ; .; z nKk ð0Þ, i.e. on c nK2NKk ; .; c nKk . Now G nKNKk depends on x nK2NKk (linearly), but not on y nK2NKk , while the opposite is true forG nKNKk , so that we can solve the equation G nKNKk ð0ÞZ 0 linearly for a nK2NKk , and similarlyG nKNKk ð0ÞZ 0 can be solved linearly for b nK2NKk in terms of c nK2NKkC1 ; .; c nKk . For kZ1, this gives a nK2NK1 (resp. b nK2NK1 ) in terms of the 4NK1 parameters c nK2N ; .; c nK2 ; a nK1 , so that by taking k Z 2; 3; .; we get recursively c nK2NKk in terms of these parameters, for all k R 1.
We now get to step (4), which is different because D nKN involves x n and y n . As for G n , according to proposition A.1, x n appears only in the leading term of G nKN , which we can write as
where w K dx n ð1K x nK1 y nK1 Þ 2A 0 n , as w K ðtÞZ a K a nK1 C OðtÞ. Therefore, using (6.11),
which can be solved linearly for a K in terms of the previous parameters (1K a i b i s0 for nKN % i% nK2). Using the automorphism s (see (3.8)),
.; c nK1 Þ;
so thatG nKN ð0ÞZ 0 can be solved linearly for b nC1 Z 1=a nC1 . For step (5), x n and y n may be present in several terms in D nKNC1 , but in view of proposition 6.2, G nKNC1 andG nKNC1 are polynomials in z nK2NC1 ; .; z nK1 ; z nC1 and in w 1 and w 2 and their s analogues only. Thus, G nKNC1 ð0Þ andG nKNC1 ð0Þ depend on their leading terms only, to wit c nK2NC1 ; .; c nK1 ; a nC1 and a; a G . It follows that the only new parameters that appear at step (5) are a C and a. Let us show that they appear in such a way that we can solve them (linearly) in terms of the other parameters. We do this as in the self-dual case by isolating the leading term in G nKNC1 as given in proposition A.1, namely we write G nKNC1 as
.; z n Þ:
ð6:12Þ
The relation (6.12) was obtained by writing the leading term
x nC1 ð1K x n y n Þ Z x nC1 Kðx n w 1 Kx 2 n y nK1 Þ; and throwing the x 2 n y nK1 term into F . Since G nKNC1 ðtÞZ Oð1Þ and since the first two terms in (6.12) belong to A 0 n , the last term in (6.12) is also O(1) in t; since in addition this term does not contain z nC1 , by proposition 6.2 and (6.1) x n and y n can only appear in it multiplied by 1K x nK1 y nK1 , and so by proposition 3.2 we may conclude that the contribution from this term in G nKNC1 ð0Þ will not involve a C or a. Also, the second term in (6.12), u N x nC1 ð1K x nK1 y nK1 Þ Q nK2 iZnKNC1 ð1K x i y i Þ does not contribute to G nKNC1 ð0Þ since 1K x nK1 ðtÞy nK1 ðtÞZ OðtÞ while all other factors are O(1). Thus, the dependence on a C and a in G nKNC1 ð0Þ comes entirely from the first term in (6.12), which in view of proposition 3.2 and (6.3) is given by
ð1K a i b i Þ C previous parameters:
By duality,
where s(U) was given in (6.4). Since U and s(U) are linearly independent, as linear functions of a C and a, we can indeed solveG nKNC1 ð0ÞZ 0 andG nKNC1 ð0ÞZ 0 linearly for a C and a in terms of the other parameters.
Steps 9 (6)- (8) ð1K a i b i Þ C known:
Let us concentrate on the next steps, which are more exciting. In step (9a), we need to compute the linear term in G nK1 ðtÞ, where we recall from propositions 4.2 and 6.2 that G nK1 2A 0 n , hence that this linear term depends only on the constant and linear terms of the elements of G nK1 2A 0 n . Since G nK1 2R½x nKNK1 ; .; x nCNK1 ; y nKN ; .; y nCNK2 , with leading term
we have from proposition 3.2 that 
where the dots involve only the previous parameters. Therefore, we may solve G ð1Þ nK1 Z 0 (linearly) for a nCN .
Step (9b) is similar to step (9) in the self-dual case; note that we postpone again D n to the next step. First of all, G nC1 ðtÞZ Oð1Þ and so G nC1 2A 0 n . The leading term in G nC1 , namely the term u N x nCNC1 ð1K x nC1 y nC1 Þ Q NK1 iZ1 ð1K x nC1Ci y nC1Ci Þ, cannot contribute to G nC1 ð0Þ because it is O(t), which explains the absence of a nCNC1 in G nC1 ð0Þ. By 9 Skip these steps if NZ2. yielding at tZ0 a non-zero linear term in b nCN , as x n ðtÞð1K x nC1 ðtÞy nC1 ðtÞÞZ Oð1Þ.
Step (10) is the hardest one, but we dealt with it in lemma 6.4. Note that after this step, we have D n ðtÞZ OðtÞ since the nullity of the previous D k ð0Þ already implies that D n ðtÞZ Oð1Þ (proposition 4.2). Starting from step (11), everything goes smoothly, as D k ðtÞZ Oð1Þ for k O nC 1 and the leading term of G k ð0Þ, resp.G k ð0Þ will produce precisely the new parameter a kCN , resp. b kCN (linearly). &
Singularity confinement
We have constructed in § §5 and 6 formal Laurent series for the Toeplitz lattice (self-dual and general case) solving the recursion relations G k ðxðtÞ; uðtÞÞZ 0 ðD k ðxðtÞ; yðtÞ; uðtÞÞZ 0 in the general case). We will now transform these into solutions of the recursion relations G k ðx; uÞZ 0 (resp. D k ðx; y; uÞZ 0), depending on a certain number of free parameters and blowing up for only one (resp. two) variable. We will mainly concentrate on the self-dual case, as the general case is dealt with in precisely the same way.
The main tool to do this transformation is a formal version of the implicit function theorem, which we explain in the case of one variable, the scalar case. Suppose that we have a formal series in t, xðt; aÞ Z a C f 1 ðaÞt C f 2 ðaÞt 2 C/; ð7:1Þ one may think, for example, of xðt; aÞ as a formal solution of a vector field (differential equation dx dt Z FðxÞ) on the real line, with initial condition xð0; aÞZ a. In our case, the functions f i will be rational. We want to solve the equation xðt; aÞZ a formally, namely we wish to construct the formal series in t aðt; aÞ Z a C g 1 ðaÞt C g 2 ðaÞt 2 C/; with the property that xðt; aðt; aÞÞZ a, as a formal t-series identity. More precisely, we claim that there exist for any s 2N unique (rational) functions g 1 ðaÞ; .; g s ðaÞ, such that xðt; a C g 1 ðaÞt C g 2 ðaÞt 2 C/C g s ðaÞt s ÞKa Z Oðt sC1 Þ; where xðt; $Þ is given by (7.1). This is a trivial consequence of a formal version of Taylor's theorem. For example, for sZ1 we neglect all terms in t 2 and the condition on g 1 becomes xðt; a C g 1 ðaÞtÞKa C Oðt 2 Þ Z g 1 ðaÞt C f 1 ða C g 1 ðaÞtÞt C Oðt 2 Þ Z ðg 1 ðaÞ C f 1 ðaÞÞt C Oðt 2 Þ; so that g 1 ðaÞZKf 1 ðaÞ. For sZ2, we neglect the terms in t 3 , giving
Z ðg 2 ðaÞK f 1 ðaÞf 0 1 ðaÞ C f 2 ðaÞÞt 2 C Oðt 3 Þ; which has g 2 ðaÞ df 1 ðaÞf 0 1 ðaÞK f 2 ðaÞ as a unique solution. Continuing in this way, it is clear that g i ðaÞ equals Kf i ðaÞ, up to a differential polynomial in the f j ðaÞ, with j!i. Note that when all f i ðaÞ are rational functions, the same will be true for all g j ðaÞ.
Let us apply this to the formal Laurent series that we have constructed for the self-dual Toeplitz lattice, and that yield formal solutions to the recursion relations G k ðtÞ dG k ðxðtÞ; uðtÞÞZ 0, where k 2Z. Recall from proposition 5.4 that these formal Laurent solutions x k (t) depend on 2NK1 parameters a nK2N ; .; a nK2 , which are the leading coefficients of x nK2N ; .; x nK2 , namely
x k ðtÞ Z a k C OðtÞ; k Z nK2N ; .; nK2; ð7:2Þ where the higher-order terms are rational functions of the parameters a nK2N ; .; a nK2 . Besides the parameters a k , these functions also depend (polynomially) on the parameters uZ ðu 1 ; .; u N Þ that define the recursion relations, namely x k ðtÞZ x k ðt; a nK2N ; .; a nK2 ; uÞ, for nK2N % k % nK2. The formal implicit function theorem then leads to the following proposition. for k Z nK2N ; .; nK2, with a ð0Þ k Z a k . We can use these series to replace the free parameters a nK2N ; .; a nK2 in the series x k ðtÞ; k 2Z, by a dða nK2N ; .; a nK2 Þ, where we think of the latter as (partial) initial conditions to the recursion relation. To do this, one simply substitutes a k Z P N iZ0 a ðiÞ k t i for k Z nK2N ; .; nK2 in each of the series x k ðtÞZ x k ðt; a nK2N ; .; a nK2 ; uÞ, and rewrites this as a series in t; by construction, this simply gives x k ðtÞZ a k for k Z nK2N ; .; k Z nK2. For k Z nK1, this yields
where we recall that 3 2 Z 1. The functions x ðiÞ nK1 are rational in a and u. We will now use the formal implicit 10 function theorem again, but in a form which is different from the one explained above: putting x nK1 ðtÞZ 3C lðtÞ, i.e. we put where it is important to note that the constant term in this series is absent. Indeed, let us first substitute (7.3) in the series for a k that was obtained in proposition 7.1, to get a k Z a k ða; l; uÞ. Then, the latter and t(l) are substituted in all x k (t), to yield series in l whose coefficients are rational functions of aZ ða nK2N ; .; a nK2 Þ (and of uZ ðu 1 ; .; u N Þ), which take the following form: It may seem that we have reached the final result, but we should not forget that these series are constructed from solutions x Z xðtÞ to the recursion relations G k ðx; uðtÞÞ, where uðtÞZ ðu 1 C t; u 2 ; .; u N Þ. However, letting U Z ðU 1 ; .; U n Þ duðtÞ, and using (7.3) to get rid of t, we have that x k ðl; a; ðU 1 KtðlÞ; U 2 ; .; U N ÞÞ; k 2Z solves G k ðx; U Þ Z 0; k 2Z:
Note that, when it is all worked out, the x k are formal power series in l (except x n which has a simple pole in l), and their coefficients are rational functions of the initial conditions a nK2N ; .; a nK2 and of the parameters U 1 ; .; U n . Writing Theorem 7.2. The recursion relations G k ðx; U ÞZ 0; k 2Z admit for any n 2Z two 11 formal Laurent solution x Z ðx k ða; l; U ÞÞ k2Z , depending on 2N free parameters aZ ða nK2N ; .; a nK2 Þ and l with x n having a (simple) pole for l/ 0, and no other singularities. Explicitly, these series with coefficients rational in a are given by x k ðl; a; U Þ Z X N iZ0 x ðiÞ k ða; U Þl i ; k ! nK2N ;
x k ðl; a; U Þ Z a k ; nK2N % k ! nK1;
x nK1 ðl; a; U Þ Z 3 C l;
x n ðl; a; U Þ Z 1 l X N iZ0 x ðiÞ n ða; U Þl i ;
x nC1 ðl; a; U Þ ZK3 C X N iZ1 x ðiÞ nC1 ða; U Þl i ;
x k ðl; a; U Þ Z X N iZ0 x ðiÞ k ða; U Þl i ; n C 1! k:
The corresponding theorem for the recursion relations D k Z 0, which was formulated in §1 (theorem 1.1), follows in the same way, using the formal Laurent solutions z(t) that solve the recursion relations. M.A. and P.v.M. acknowledge the support of a National Science Foundation grant no. DMS-04-06287. P.v.M. and P. V. acknowledge the support of a European Science Foundation grant (MISGAM) and a Marie Curie Grant (ENIGMA). P.v.M. acknowledges the support of a NATO, a FNRS and a Francqui Foundation grant.
Appendix A
In this appendix, we obtain the leading terms of the polynomials G k andG k , which are needed in § § 5 and 6. The notations are as in the body of the paper, namely P 1 and P 2 are polynomials of degree N (see (2.7)), the matrices L 1 and L 2 are defined by (2.2) and the polynomials G k andG k are defined by (2.8). Since G k is given by G k ðx; y; uÞ d 1K x k y k y k KðL 1 P 0 1 ðL 1 ÞÞ kC1;kC1 KðL 2 P 0 2 ðL 2 ÞÞ k;k CðP 0 1 ðL 1 ÞÞ kC1;k C ðP 0 2 ðL 2 ÞÞ k;kC1
we need, by duality, to determine only the leading terms of ðL s 1 Þ kk and ðL s 1 Þ kC1;k , for s; k 2Z, with sR 2, which will be done in the following lemma. Note that the leading terms ofG k will also follow from it, by duality.
Lemma A.1. For k 2Z and s 2N , with sR 2, the diagonal and first subdiagonal entries of the Toeplitz matrices L 1 and L 2 , defined in (2.2), are polynomials in the following variables: L s 1 ð Þ kk 2R½x kKsC1 ; .; x kCsK1 ; y kKs ; .; y kCsK2 ; L s 1 ð Þ kC1;k 2R½x kKsC1 ; .; x kCs ; y kKs ; .; y kCsK1 : .; x kCsK1 ; y kKsC1 ; .; y kCsK2 Þ; where F 1 and F 2 are polynomials in their arguments. Proof. The following notation is useful for obtaining formulae of this type. To the bi-infinite vector x we associate, for any k 2Z, bi-infinite diagonal matrices X (k) and Y (k) by putting X ðkÞ ij dx iCk d ij and Y ðkÞ ij dy iCk d ij (and Kronecker delta). Similarly we introduce the diagonal matrices V ðkÞ by defining V ðkÞ ij d ð1K x iCk y iCk Þd ij . We denote by D the shift operator, which we view as a bi-infinite matrix, with entries D ij dd iC1;j . It is easy to verify that D i X ðj Þ Z X ðiCjÞ D i ; i; j 2Z; which is the main formula that we will use, as it allows us to push all D to the right (or to the left). One obvious consequence is that a monomial in X,Y,V and D will only have a non-zero diagonal when it is independent of D (i.e. the sum of all powers of D is zero). In order to apply this to obtain the above formulae, observe that L 1 and L 2 can be written as
Y ðiÞ D i : Note that in view of what we said, all diagonal entries of ðV ð0Þ DÞ sK1 are zero. Therefore, it follows from the second formula for L 1 that the leading term in x of the diagonal terms of L s 1 will be obtained from the product KðV ð0Þ DÞ sK1 X iR0 X ð0Þ Y ðKiK1Þ D Ki :
The diagonal entries of (A 2) are obtained by taking iZsK1, which yields ð1Kx kCiK1 y kCiK1 Þ: 12 We give in each case the terms that will be used, no more, no less. When sZ2, only the first two lines survive; the term on fourth line coincides with the first term on the second line and should only be counted once.
Note that this leading term already contains x kCsK2 , and that it yields, through the factor 1K x kCsK2 y kCsK2 , the single term that contains y kCsK2 , which is the highest y variable that appears in ðL s 1 Þ kk . In order to get the other terms in L s 1 that lead to x kCsK2 , we need D sK2 in front of X (0) , i.e. we need sK2 copies of V (0) D (not necessarily consecutive), on the left of K P iR0 X ð0Þ Y ðKiK1Þ D Ki . For the remaining factor, we can have another copy of V (0) D, or of K P iR0 X ð0Þ Y ðKiK1Þ D Ki , inserted at an arbitrary place inside the product KðV ð0Þ DÞ sK2 P iR0 X ð0Þ Y ðKiK1Þ D Ki . This leads to three possible types of terms. For the first one, we put another V (0) D at the end KðV ð0Þ DÞ sK2 X iR0 X ð0Þ Y ðKiK1Þ D Ki ðV ð0Þ DÞ ;
and we get the k, k diagonal term by taking iZsK1, which gives
iZ0 ð1K x kCiK1 y kCiK1 Þ:
For the second one, we put another K P jR0 X ð0Þ Y ðKjK1Þ D Kj at the end, ðV ð0Þ DÞ sK2 X iR0 X ð0Þ Y ðKiK1Þ D Ki X jR0 X ð0Þ Y ðKjK1Þ D Kj ;
its diagonal terms are given by taking iCjZsK2, i.e. from ðV ð0Þ DÞ sK2 X sK2 jZ0 X ð0Þ Y ðjKsC1Þ X ð jKsC2Þ Y ðKsC1Þ D 2Ks ; whose k, k term is given by y kK1 x 2 kCsK2 y kCsK3 C x kCsK2 X sK3 jZ0
x kCj y kCjK1 ! Y sK2 iZ1 ð1K x kCiK1 y kCiK1 Þ:
The third term is obtained by inserting the constant term KX ð0Þ Y ðK1Þ of K P jR0 X ð0Þ Y ðKjK1Þ D Kj at all possible places in the product ðV ð0Þ DÞ sK2 , namely from X sK3 jZ0 ðV ð0Þ DÞ j ðX ð0Þ Y ðK1Þ ÞðV ð0Þ DÞ sKjK2 X iR0 X ð0Þ Y ðKiK1Þ D Ki ;
with iZsK2, so that its k, k term is given by
which, combined with the first two terms, yields the leading terms of ðL s 1 Þ kk . Using the first formula for L 1 , the lowest term in y of the diagonal terms of L s 1 is obtained from KD KsC1 X ðsK1Þ Y ðK1Þ ðDV ðK1Þ Þ sK1 ZKX ð0Þ Y ðKsÞ V ðKsC1Þ .V ðK1Þ ; whose k, k entry is Kx k y kKs Q sK1 iZ1 ð1K x kKi y kKi Þ . It contains the lowest term in x, through the factor 1K x kKsC1 y kKsC1 .
One obtains similarly the entries of ðL s 1 Þ kC1;k by selecting the terms in L s 1 that contain precisely D K1 . Note in this respect that if M is a bi-infinite diagonal matrix then ðM D K1 Þ kC1;k Z M kC1;kC1 . It follows that the leading term in x of ðL s 1 Þ kC1;k , which also contains the leading term in y, is obtained from the product (A 2), with iZs, yielding K V ð0Þ .V ðsK2Þ X ðsK1Þ Y ðK2Þ kC1;k ZKx kCs y kK1 Y sK1 iZ1 ð1K x kCi y kCi Þ :
The lowest term in y, which contains the lowest term in x, is obtained in the same way. &
The above lemma and (A 1) lead by direct substitution to the following proposition.
Proposition A.2. For k 2Z, the polynomials G k andG k depend on the following variables x i and y i : G k ðx; y; uÞ 2R½x kKN ; .; x kCN ; y kKNC1 ; .; y kCNK1 ; G k ðx; y; uÞ 2R½x kKNC1 ; .; x kCNK1 ; y kKN ; .; y kCN :
More precisely 13 ,
ð1Kx kCi y kCi Þ Cð1Kx k y k ÞF ðx kKNC1 ; .; x kCNK2 ; y kKNC2 ; .; y kCNK2 Þ C kx k
Kðu N x k x kC1 y kKNC1 Ku KN x kKN ð1Kx kKNC1 y kKNC1 ÞÞ Y NK2 iZ0 ð1Kx kKi y kKi Þ where F is a polynomial in its arguments, with a similar statement forG k obtained by duality. In the self-dual case, G k takes the simpler form
ð1K x kCi y kCi Þ C ð1K x k y k ÞF ðx kKNC1 ; .; x kCNK2 Þ C kx k K u N ðx k x kC1 x kKNC1 K x kKN !ð1K x kKNC1 y kKNC1 ÞÞ Y NK2 iZ0 ð1K x kKi y kKi Þ:
13 As in the case of lemma A.1, when NZ2 then the term Ku 2 x k x kC1 y kK1 (1Kx k y k ), which appears twice, should only be taken into account once.
